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Music Views and Reviews byKatbyWolfe 

Start with the 
organ and fortepiano 

Bach, "Organ Works," Lionel 
Rogg, Harmonia Mundi HMX 2907721 
83 

Beethoven, "The Broadwood F or
tepiano," Melvyn Tan, EMf 54526 

Bach, "The Art of the Fugue, " Tati
ana Nikolayeva, Hyperion 6663112 

Beethoven, "Variations," Glenn 
Gould Edition, Sony SM2K 52646 

A problem plaguing audiences and 
musicians alike-how to understand 
the piano-is addressed by two new 
keyboard recordings: Bach's com
plete "Organ Works" by Lionel Rogg, 
and Beethoven variations on "The 
Broadwood Fortepiano" by Melvyn 
Tan. Both recordings pair original in
struments (like those the composers 
themselves used) with fine musicians, 
and set a standard for hearing works 
by the same composers played on 
flawed modem keyboards. 

Keyboard instruments have a ca
pacity for four-voiced polyphony that 
is almost unique. When the rich solo 
piano repertoire is well performed, the 
composer's mind, such as Beetho
ven's, exerts sovereign control over 
the music. But in today's banal cul
ture, solo piano playing often breeds 
anti-social ignorance of musical dia
logue. 

A frequent flaw even among tech
nically clever pianists is inability to 
hear other voices, something a violin
ist usually learns early, in the string 
quartet. Fear of singers and the sing
ing voice often comes disguised as 
dislike. This "pianistic" attitude 
breeds a non-vocal, monotonous 
sound. 

Much blame rests with the modem 
piano, which has been rebuilt as a 
mere percussion instrument in which 
the vocal registration reflected in the 
design of early keyboard instruments 
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has been ironed out-thanks to the 
cast-iron frame. 

Lionel Rogg's 12-CD Bach set, 
performed on the magnificent 1761 
organ built by J.S. Bach's friend Jo
hann Andreas Silbermann at Arles
heim, Switzerland is one antidote. 
(The CDs can also be purchased sin
gly.) In pipe organs, each rank of 
pipes is made in a different shape and 
often in different materials. The Sil
bermann organ registers have the dis
tinctly vocal quality which character
ized this ancient instrument in early 
times. 

Organ register and 
vocal dialogue 
One of the most important stops is vox 
humana or "human voice." Each note 
is produced by two pipes, tuned at a 
slight interval to create "beats," an in
terference pattern simulating human 
vibrato. Other organ voices simulate 
the timbres of orchestral instruments. 
The Arlesheim organ has a rank each 
of flute, trumpet, and bassoon register 
pipes, among its 30 voices. 

Unlike the piano, where touch is 
crucial, much of the organist's art lies 
in his choice of registration, which is 
not given by the score, but which he 
plans before performance. Avoiding 
the bombast and plodding of many or
ganists, Rogg plays with great joy, 
bringing in each new voice with apt 
articulation. 

Beethoven's Broadwood 
Beethoven's friend Thomas Broad
wood shipped his most advanced Lon
don Broadwood fortepiano to the mas
ter in Vienna in 1817 as a gift. Its triple 
stringing and longer strings gave the 
fullest tone of the day. 

This Broadwopd, now in Buda
pest, has nearly tht; strength of a more 
recent grand, with0ut the metallic ho
mogeneity of cas�iron frames. The 
fortepiano, unlike' its successor, re
tains registral cap�bilities which par
tially echo the old pipe organs. It has 
five voices, low �ass, bass, tenor, 
mezzo-soprano, s�prano, and sopra
nissimo, produced �imply by going up 
and down the ke�board, plus pedal 
voices such as the 1'celeste" stop. 

EMI took MeJlvyn Tan and the 
newly restored Bupapest Broadwood 
on European tour lhis spring and re
corded Beethovenl s uproarious "God 
Save the King" Variations in C and 
others in London. :Mr. Tan's playing 
brings out all of B�ethoven's humor, 
which lies in countprposing the voices 
with unexpected p.uses. 

The modernipiano 
Tatiana Nikolayeta's 2-CD set of 
Bach's "The Art df the Fugue" pres
ents "one of the gr�at wonders of mu
sical art," as the w¢ll-documented lin
er notes state. While every one of 
Bach's musical ehtrances is clearly 
heard, Nikolayev�'s hand is a bit 
heavy and the souQd from her modem 
grand is all too horpogeneous. 

For the tenth aqniversary of Glenn 
Gould's 1982 deat�, Sony Classical is 
bringing out a line bf his CDs, concert 
videos, and lase* discs. Although 
Gould only playedl the modem grand, 
and often with a b�t of a heavy touch, 
to his credit, he ipsisted on playing 
mostly Bach and $eethoven, empha
sizing Beethoven1s "Eroica" Varia
tions, Bagatelles, and the "32 Varia
tions on an Ori�inal Theme in C 
minor." Gould al�o took slow tempi 
to draw out the ccjmtrapuntal voices. 
The "Six Bagatepes," recorded in 
1952 at 15 minutqs' length, were 22 
minutes long by 1974. 
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